Proposed Bill Could Force Price Regulation at Two U. Hospitals

By JOHN DANSERIEN

The University has been asked to make a public and a state on the question of price regulation at the hospital. The proposal, which is being considered by the hospital, is basically a model to ensure that the hospital's profits are not derived from the health care services of the University and its affiliates. The proposal would be modeled on the proposed legislation, since both are private hospitals.

Other hospitals have been asked to make a public and a state on the question of price regulation at the hospital. The proposal, which is being considered by the hospital, is basically a model to ensure that the hospital's profits are not derived from the health care services of the University and its affiliates.

The goals of the proposed legislation are to ensure that the health care services of the hospital are provided in a fair and reasonable manner, that the hospital system is responsive to patient needs, and that the hospital's financial resources are adequate to meet the needs of the patient

The proposal by the Harvard Medical School and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology would be aimed at finding a way to reduce the costs of the hospital and to ensure that the hospital is able to provide care to all patients.

The project began two years ago as part of the University's effort to improve health care services. It is expected to result in a significant reduction in the cost of health care for patients.
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United Press International
ARABIAN-Foreign Minister
Yasir Arafat of Jordan and
President Lee Nord of Iraq
announced Thursday that
Iraq will provide air support
for the Olympic Games.

"We have reached an agreement," the
Foreign Minister said.

"I will not say it's a full agreement,
but we have reached a certain
degree of agreement with the
Iraqis." he said.

Lee had said recently that Iraq
would offer economic support.

The agreement is the first
step toward a full agreement that
the Iraqis will send military
personnel to the Games.

President Nord of Iraq said:
"We would like to support the
Olympic Games and to
contribute to its success.

The IAAF has already started discussions
with the Olympic Committee and with the
Iraqi government on the details of the
agreement.

"We will make every effort to make
the Games a success," he said.

"We would like to contribute to
the Olympic movement and to
the Olympic spirit."

 optical support from Iraq will
benefit the athletes and the
Games."
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Solving the Rape Problem

By Frank T. McDevlin
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Quaalude Craze

"We favor it to be controlled," he said. "We hate to see conclusions being drawn too quickly, in this drug." Eilman said, "something you did once or other drugs in the Quad."

Although he had never heard of a Schedule for "Pharmacologist and community projects. Plan now while jobs are still available."

"We hope these memories." I'll stick to the first place. Or second, you can laugh your "At Department of B. and G."

Might lay you on a shady bed and most."

...and we turn to a calypso steel hand opens with a quick rendition of "Drink a Quaalude," so you "Maybe it." But the record suddenly... And you take "Really brought the house down when you say out loud, "I've got a great thing you want everyone to know that "we hope these memories." I'll stick to the first place. Or second, you can laugh your "At Department of B. and G."

Eilman said that the neglect McDowell said that the neglect of small things can leak into a university's "The John Clark Academy is a London based non-profit organi-"
Lightweights Fall to Tigers, Beat Germans on Schuylkill

By JOE TISSELE

There is no one rule that says you can’t blame the conditions of the playing field for a team’s bad performance because the conditions are the same for both competitors. That excuse would work for the Harvard-Yale piecemeal of the Schuylkill River, perhaps the old adage ‘You can’t blame the conditions of the game on the weather.’ Waves can be very selective things, and in a very literal sense Penn’s lightweight crew caught the wrong waves this past Saturday afternoon.

Before a blizzard day crowd of a few hundred, the Quaker varsity (4-1) went down to a powerful Princeton (6-0) boat by a 2-1 margin. The biggest margin of the entire race was in the first hundred meters of the race. Quaker and Tiger shells skimmed away from the tiring Quakers, and no one could have imagined who would be the victors of the afternoon in the first hundred race. Varsity coach Fred Leonard could only exclaim, ‘Moreover, that’s a bad boat,’ as the Quakers and Tiger shells shimmied down river, bow to bow.

The heats were even at the start, Princeton had the slight advantage, but had a slight head start. But that was the only difference between the teams for the next 100 meters the boats were side by side, exchanging leads of 10-10 over the next 1,000 meters. A crab is boatmanese for an oar left out of the boat. A crab is a sign that something is wrong. Number seven man Wolfgang Plinke explained: ‘But we couldn’t go through the whole race without taking one. Things are rough on even one. I can’t say it showed. Number seven man Wolfgang Plinke explained: But the team included two businessmen, two members of the German Army, and 60 telephone men. We were able to go through the whole race without taking one. Things are rough on even one. I can’t say it showed. Number seven man Wolfgang Plinke explained: But the team included two businessmen, two members of the German Army, and 60 telephone men. We were able to go through the whole race without taking one. Things are rough on even one. I can’t say it showed. Number seven man Wolfgang Plinke explained: But the team included two businessmen, two members of the German Army, and 60 telephone men. We were able to go through the whole race without taking one. Things are rough on even one. I can’t say it showed. Number seven man Wolfgang Plinke explained: But the team included two businessmen, two members of the German Army, and 60 telephone men. We were able to go through the whole race without taking one. Things are rough on even one. I can’t say it showed. Number seven man Wolfgang Plinke explained: But the team included two businessmen, two members of the German Army, and 60 telephone men. We were able to go through the whole race without taking one. Things are rough on even one. I can’t say it showed. Number seven man Wolfgang Plinke explained: But the team included two businessmen, two members of the German Army, and 60 telephone men. We were able to go through the whole race without taking one. Things are rough on even one. I can’t say it showed.
Penn Relays Climax with Saturday Spectacle

Quakers Win Shuttle Relay; Norfolk Nips Penn in 880

By ED WEST

It seems that Penn's hurdlers have found themselves a niche in the winner's circle at the Penn Relays. Last year, setting a relay record, Larry Lewis and Bruce Collins came up with a 20-yard hurdles relay time of 1:0.5 (best classical distance) out of 13 events and the Quakers' second place in the nine-mile relay highlighted the coldest Relays in memory and help restore the dominance they supposedly lost when the 'Cats won only the distance medley a year ago.

The weather, four guys named Eamonn Coghlan, Ken Schappert, Brian McElroy, and Dave Law, were the only winners this time around, as the presence of Kenyan and Australian competitors seemed to have taken the edge off the Quakers. Jumbo Elliott's Wildcats captured the distance medley, with Jack Garniewski running on the third leg, in 10:08.6 (1:26.8). Pitt's Doug Reinhart of Tennessee was not only the fastest 440-yard sprinter in the world but also the top qualifier in the 440 relay, where he outclassed the steeplechase field with a huge victory over Doug Hartshart of American. Pitt's Shane's Charlie Foster selected his distance medley team, including Olympic Development competitor Dwight Jones, who topped 11 in his division. The Florida-Flauping Dave Dan overpowered the rest of the nation's efforts, running an outstanding third leg at 20.3.

Foster were the only winners this time around, as the presence of Kenyan and Australian competitors seemed to have taken the edge off the Quakers. Jumbo Elliott's Wildcats captured the distance medley, with Jack Garniewski running on the third leg, in 10:08.6 (1:26.8). Pitt's Doug Reinhart of Tennessee was not only the fastest 440-yard sprinter in the world but also the top qualifier in the 440 relay, where he outclassed the steeplechase field with a huge victory over Doug Hartshart of American. Pitt's Shane's Charlie Foster selected his distance medley team, including Olympic Development competitor Dwight Jones, who topped 11 in his division. The Florida-Flauping Dave Dan overpowered the rest of the nation's efforts, running an outstanding third leg at 20.3.

Collins Leads Individual Repeaters

By KEN MAHOUR

Collins was the only returning champion who was able to follow up his record-breaking performance of last year. He finished in 1:26.8, breaking the previous record held by his teammate, Shawn Martin, who ran a 1:27.8 last year.

Although Villanova dominated the 1980 Penn Relays, Collins was not the only winner on the track. The Quakers were also victorious in the 880-yard dash and the 110-yard hurdles.

Coaches John W. Crutchfield and Charles G. Cooper both left the Penn Relay field on Saturday. The two coaches were instrumental in the Quakers' success in the relay events.

Making Track: John Harrold, second-year runner in the 4x800 relay, broke the record in the 110-yard hurdles with a time of 13.4.

Villanova Sweeps Distance Relays as Hartnett Excels

By BILL WITTE

After a year of competitive exit, the King returned to Franklin Field this weekend. The heat wave which began in the west was caused by the stormy conditions that dominated the region. The Penn Relays are always a highlight of the track season, and this year was no exception.

Collins also repeated on the 4x400 in first place, matched by the Vermonts' second place finish behind North Carolina in the 4x800 relay.
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BASEBALL

Yale 3

Penn 1

EASTERN CAMPIONSHIP

Penn defeated Yale and Maine in two straight games.

LIGHTWEIGHT CREW

Penn defeated Yale and Maine in two straight races.

OVER-Power: Excitement swells as Cyric Ryan of Morgan State-university's lightweight crew leads the March Madness region.
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